MISCELLANEOUS.
A NEW EGYPTOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
To

the Editor of

An
under

The Open Court.

organization for carrying on excavations in Egypt has been started
leadership and with a committee of over forty persons of

brilliant

eminence.

Sir

John Lubbock

bad

faith

is

its

president,

and Professor Petrie

v^rill

con-

The Open Court for July regarding the
and worse treatment exercised towards American subscribers by

duct the explorations.

The

letter in

Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund, will be recalled and should
be read by all perusing this announcement. Many in England now know of
the

the facts in the case, although

many

subscribers there could not be reached,

The tremendous drop in contributions
from America, however, told the story and set many inquiries afloat. Dr.
Petrie and others have seized the opportune moment, and organized a society
Nor have
intended to appeal both to English and Americans for support.
Petrie and many others in England (including even members of the Fund
Committee) been pleased with the management of affairs by those controlling
the Egypt Exploration Fund. The use of money to clear sites a matter of
expense which the Egyptian government should conduct and pay for rather
than devoting the limited means at its disposal to actual discovery, is one

as I did not have their addresses.

—

reason for the formation of a

new

society

;

—

and, besides, Petrie has not been

given a free hand in his legitimate work. All the best discoveries, not including the Grseco-Roman department, by the Fund have been made by Petrie.
years ago, Petrie started an organization called "The Eg}^)Research Account," whose purpose in view was the assistance of students
who offered to work in Egypt. But of late it has languished for want of
funds, there being no committee and Petrie being busy for the Egypt ExploThe new society, as organized, takes the same name and will
ration Fund.
be known as The Egyptian Research Account. On its Committee are the
presidents of the Society of Antiquities, of the Royal Geographical Society,
of the Royal Historical Society, of the Anthropological Institute the ViceProfessors Jebb, Bonney, Gardner, Macpresident of the Royal Society
alister, Mahaffy, Milne, Pinches: Sir Charles Wilson, the famous Palestine
All subexplorer; and men distinguished in civic and financial positions.
scribers of one guinea ($5.00 in the United States) will receive the annual
volume describing the excavations, and fully illustrated. The Treasurer is

Some dozen

tian

;

;

Dr. Hilton Price, one of the directors of the Society of Antiquaries
but
subscriptions can be sent to the Honorary Secretary, Dr. J. H. Walker,
;
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University College,

have a cordial

Gower

London,

Street,

W.

From

C.

the last

named

I

Americans. I will gladly
receive subscriptions, acknowledge them, and forward the same to London.
An official receipt will be duly sent to all donors. As pioneer in promoting
an American interest in Egyptian exploration, nearly a quarter century ago,
as a successful laborer in the cause for nearly twenty years, and still anxious
that such splendid work as Petrie has done may continue, I do heartily commend to our public this new organization and its good purposes. I append
an extract from the circular.
"In view of recent changes it is now intended that the Research Account
should not only assist students, but should step into the wider field of proletter inviting the co-operation of

The means

viding also for the excavations of Prof. Flinders Petrie.

of sup-

port for his studies in Egypt, during the last few years, having lately been

now depend
Research Account. His excavations
have led to the discoveries of the Prehistoric age of Egypt, and the systematic
knowledge of its development, the history and civilization of the early
dynasties, the scientific accuracy of the great pyramids, the Semitic worship
diverted to other work, the continuance of his researches will

entirely

upon the contributions

—
Sinai, — the

to the

—

—

monumental record of the Israelites, and their later
connection with Tahpanhes beside opening up the main sources of papyri
in the Fayum and Oxyrhynkhos, and the series of Grseco-Roman portraits.
The rise of civilization in the Mediterranean has also been revealed, each age
in advance of the results of explorations in Greek lands, with which they have
afterwards been linked. Naukratis and Daphnae, the Mykenaean art at Tell
el Amarna, the Kamares pottery of the Xllth dynasty, the earliest painted
Greek pottery of the 1st dynasty, and the Western pottery of the prehistoric
period, are the framework which has made possible a scheme of European
history before the classical times.
To carry on this course of discoveries,
which have become the basis of our present view of early history, and to conin

earliest

;

tinue to train students in such historical research

is

the purpose of the present

movement."
WiLLi.\M Copley Winslow.
525 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

FRANCE AND RUSSIA.
On

account both of political and financial reasons France is deeply
interested in the establishment of a solid and liberal government in Russia.
We give below two or three examples of this, letters of three leading

—

Frenchmen which were written

for a

tinguished French peace apostle, the

Moscow

paper.

M. Passy

is

the dis-

Nobel Prize. M.
a Senator and member of the French Academy.
M. Marcel
first

recipient of the

Mezieres is
Prevost is the brilliant novelist.
I

cannot but deplore the blindness which, refusing to make the necessary
when they would have been effective, has now brought things to

concessions

the present acute and violent stage

tims on which ever side they

may

;

and

be.

I feel

I trust

a deep pity for the
that a

little

many

vic-

tardy wisdom and

moderation will finally make it possible to find in a regime of legal liberty
the outcome of this revolution due, like all revolutions, to the faults of those
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who might have prevented

it.

But

at

what a cost
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this

wisdom and moderation
Frederic Passy.

have been attained

will

Russia naturally cause most painful feelings here in France.
we are attached to "the friendly and allied nation," the
suffer from the violent crisis through whihc Russia is passing.
Perhaps, however, this trial has been necessary that the grand Russian empire may advance in the direction of liberty. If a liberal government, a repre-

Events

The more
more we

in

intimately

sentative regime, can be finally set up there, it will be a great blessing for
all Frenchmen, to say nothing of the suffering Russians and the rest

which

Alfred Mezieres.

of the pitying world, will be devoutly thankful.

To at last see Russia associated with free Europe is an event of an importance not equaled since the French Revolution. All our sympathy goes
out to the New Russia, which henceforth will be attached to France not only
by international diplomatic ties, but also by the bonds of similar political cusMarcel Prevost.
toms and civilized aspirations.

DISCONTENT
It is a
all

IN CUBA.

deplorable fact that the boasted glory of

that those

administration

who
is

fought to establish

it

severely criticised, and

Cuba Libre has not proved
The present

could have wished.
if

the complaints of the Liberal

them ample justification for the Philippine policy of the United States. In La Lucha of October 19 there is an open
letter from Salvador Cisneros, the Marquis of Santa Lucia and a veteran 01
the Cuban war for national independence. This letter is an account of the
violation of the constitution by the president of the republic. "The administration of Sr. Estrada Palma has been characterized throughout by a determined persistence to violate the fundamental code of the nation and will
practically result in annulling the action of the legislative and judicial powpress are well founded,

ers."

Among

we can

see in

other details Sr. Cisneros enumerates nearly twenty specific

instances of the violation of the constitution.

We

are in receipt of a letter from a patriotic

man who

Cuban and a University
Cuba with

thinks that the United States should again interfere in

a restraining hand.
"I think

it

We

a duty to

print this letter in full

make known

to the readers of this periodical that

was undertaken by the American
government and for which so much American blood was shed and American
the grand

work

of freeing Cuba, which

money expended, is at the point of failure if it has not already failed. If I
mistake not, the treaty of Paris made the United States government responsible for the preservation not only of material, but also of moral peace in
Cuba; otherwise the constitution framed under the protection of its strong
did not mean what it said, and was a sarcasm signed and proclaimed,
a simple mockery! Why did the United States government give up its control if it was not to secure political liberty to the Cubans?
"The democratic constitution of Cuba was framed in 1900, signed on
February 21, 1901, and the following year the United States government
withdrew from Cuba when the newly elected president, Sr. Estrada Palma,
had taken his official oath to respect the constitution. From the beginning.

arm
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Mr. Palma has constantly violated the constitution (violations brought to
by one of the best Cubans, Mr. Salvador Cisneros) and the
greatest infringement was the one committed on the third of this last September with respect to the primaries for the next presidential election of
December. All lovers of genuine liberty have been suffering since that fatal
day, when political liberty died and a system of despotic dictatorial rule was
implanted in its stead, the judiciary and army hand in hand to suppress the
Imaginary plots were contrived and disclosed for the
rights of the citizens.
purpose of menacing and terrorizing timid folks and this on the very day
Crimes were committed and blood shed, as, for instance, that
of the election
of the great Villuendas in Cienfuegos whose family is trying to bring to light
The candidate of the Liberal
the truth in regard to his cowardly murder.
party was forced to resign, since his own life and the lives of his friends
were in danger. The mayors of all liberal cities were obliged to let the
government guard the balloting, and do as it pleased. Accordingly, we are
no longer governed by the constitution framed under the protection of CoEven a
lumbia, but by the personal power of a Central American tyrant
foreigner, the Italian Pennino, has been persecuted and expelled from the
country contrary to the constitution. Could not Congress pass a joint resolight recently

—

!

!

lution to investigate political matters in

Cuba?

Treaty of Paris is as much in force now as before the
withdrawal of the United States from the island, and therefore that it is
possible to bring matters back to their original status, since under the present
conditions, the peace of the Cubans is no peace, but like that of Warsaw,
tlie door for future revolutions."
"I believe that the

THE BOER HOME INDUSTRIES AND AID SOCIETY.
We have received a pamphlet entitled Report and Work Done by
Home

the

and Aid Society, January to August, 1905. This consists of extracts from letters sent to European friends by Miss Emily Hobhouse reporting from time to time the progress and needs of her work of
which mention was made in the September Open Court.
Beginning with very few spinning-wheels and looms, she and one or
two helpers have established an industrial nucleus where the Boer girls are
taught to utilize the wool of the country and to make marketable products.
These pupils teach others and when they leave the school return to their
homes where they are able to continue the work when they can obtain either
wheels or looms. There are many home-made spinning wheels in use and
the local carpenters have copied the looms as far as possible. There seems
to be plenty of raw material though it is of rather uneven quality and the
teachers have needed to experiment in order to discover how to make it of the
greatest possible use and there is sufficient market for the finished product
The needs are mostly for machines and teachers for the numbers who are
eager to learn. The school specializes in rugs, carpets and mats, but has
untertaken also some very fine work with silk, and Miss Hobhouse refers to
a silk wedding dress for which they had undertaken to furnish material.
To people interested in the spread of industrial education where it is
It can be obtained
seriously needed, this pamphlet will be of real interest.
on application to the following persons who have Miss Hobhouse's cause very

Boer

Indust^-ies

;
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and forward to her any donaAddress Countess Evelyn Asinelli, 8 Grand Pre,
Geneva, Switzerland, or Miss Alice Stone Blackwell, 3 Park St., Boston, Mass.

much

at heart

tions that

will also be glad to receive

and

may

be sent.

CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN.
The Japan Times gives the translation of an article that appeared some
weeks ago in the Kirisuto-kyo Sekai in regard to the problem of Christian
missions under existing conditions in Japan. As it deals especially with the
relation of the foreign missionaries and their boards with the native church
and its workers, it becomes of general interest in its bearing on the subject
of future progressive policy of mission boards, although the sudden and rapid
development of Japan along lines of Western education and civilization
makes it a fitting leader in the movement.
The article is written from the point of view of the native Kumi-ai
churches which comprise a membership of 12,000, and its plea is for their independence of and co-operation with the churches of the missionaries. The
writer claims that the results of mission

work

as the natives are entrusted with active work,

successful

enterprises

business

are large only in proportion

and on the analogy of the most

urges that the

entire

evangelistic

work

of

Japan be put under the direction of the Kumi-ai churches, with salaries suited
He appeals to the native memberto the labors and position of each worker.
ship to undertake to tax themselves to the amount which the Boards are now
spending for current expenses in Japan, and on the other hand begs the missionaries to dissolve the mission and join the native church and missionary
society in each center, as active co-workers in the same rank as the native
members. The result would be that the American Board would consult with
the native boards about any further missionary business within their district.
This disposition on the part of the native Christians would seem to be the
culmination of the purpose with which the missions were inaugurated.
The article has the ring of zeal and sincerity, and testifies to the strength
with which the Christian religion has taken root among the intelligent Japanese, quite beyond our realization.
But the inference throughout is clear,
that the missionaries maintain a dictatorship in church matters which result*
in establishing a competition against the native church rather than a helpful
support and alliance. If in their contact with other religions they must insist
that outside of their

own

faith, truth

does not exist, should they not at least

allow their converts equal privileges in the light of that truth? Conditions
such as this article implies seem to be due to ignorance of the change of conditions

on the part of the governing Boards, and

in the field to

grasp the

full significance

failure

on the part of those

of these changes and to justly inter-

pret them.

"THE PHILOSOPHY OF PAIN."
SOME REMARKS IN PLACE OF A REPLY.
Pain

is

certainly a great teacher and

makes him work,

strive

and

discontent drives

man

travail to gain his heart's content, but

to
it

effort,
is

not
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grim "necessity's impelling pain is the motive of advance in
nor that anguish and keen distress are necessary in every case
to make one willing to work and undergo great hardships and privations;
nor that, under all conditions pain and suffering are productive of psychical
growth.
What compelling necessity, for instance, forces a millionaire to
strain his mental faculties to heap millions upon millions?
What anguish
and distress forces a sportsman to drag his weary legs all day long over wet
and weedy fields, through swamps and underbrush that tears his clothes?
What psychical development can result from the sufferings of a coarse and
callous shipwrecked sailor in a boat on the vast expanse of the ocean, who
has probably never spent an hour on philosophical or religious meditation,
and whose every thought is centered in the mad desire to be rescued by a
passing vessel till, from exhaustion, he sinks into delirium and death, perhaps
cursing his fate with his last breath? Does any one think that there are not
hundreds already racking their brains to devise means to make disasters at
sea and on the railroad track less frequent?
SO true that

every line"

A

;

large part of

all

psychical progress

is

due to noble passions, to love and

some respectable calling or praiseworthy public
untertaking, to become respected and beloved near and far.
If we look upon the world as the great perpetuum mobile which can not
lose one particle of its matter and its energy and readjusts itself without the
to the

keen desire to excel

in

especial aid of an intelligent governor,

we

can train ourselves to bear

tions resignedly, bravely, even serenely as natural consequences of

unknown causes and without blaming nature

afflic-

known

or

for them, which standing under

what it can and must produce.
So everything that is, is right. But if we consider pain and suffering as the
means precisely designed by an all-powerful personal God, to educate the
human race for a yet more strenuous future psychical existence, they assume
the appearance of wanton, willful cruelty. We poor human beings are sometimes not able to save our children from displeasure and distress for their
own good, and cruelties inflicted on comparatively few are to some extent
excusable if no other possibility is left to human agency to secure welfare
and happiness to a vast majority, yet an all-powerful Being can not be supposed to be restricted to only one expedient to accomplish His ends. Whoever says, "How are God's ways past finding out?" contradicts himself if,
because afflictions sometimes have a beneficial influence on man's character,
he pretends to know that a just, kind and loving God inflicts sufferings of
mind and body to promote psychical growth in man. That "more and more
grows the conviction" of personal immortality does not correspond with my
experience of more than fifty years. On the contrary I daily notice that the
the iron rule of causality produces nothing but

sincere belief in a future state fades

away

in proportion to progress

made

in

biology and kindred sciences, to dissemination of knowledge and enlighten-

ment.
In my younger days it has always been odious and repugnant to me to
have to hold an all holy Being especially responsible for undeserved and unavoidable afflictions, such as inherited, painful, and incurable sickness, earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, conflagrations caused by strokes of lightning, etc.
How much more easy and reconciliating is it to submit to such evils as to
the mandate of the all prevailing world-law of causality than to especial dispensations of intelligent providence
Whoever has attained to that state of
!
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mind will never want to return to the misery of uncertainty and doubt which
make him ask "Why has God done so to me?"
CoBDEN^

F.

III.

Petsch.

"HOW FAR HAVE WE STRAYED FROM CHRISTIANITY?"
To

the Editor of

Let
tian

to the list of those

not to be withheld from a

is

—of

The Open Court:

me add my name

the Editor of Tlie

man

who

of the spirit

Open Court, who

I

hold that the

—and

I

will

name

Chris-

add of the

faith

earnestly hope will not himself

disclaim the name.
I hold firmly to the view of the Person of Christ, somewhat arrogantl>
denominated the "orthodox" view; but insist that in the thought of that
great Teacher and of the apostles, real Christian faith was never identified

may

be.

William

E.

with correct metaphysical speculation, important as that

We
known

Wm.

take pleasure in publishing this letter from Dr.

pastor of the First Congregational Church of

among

as a leader

Oak

Park,

Barton.
E.

Illinois,

Barton,

who

is

Congregationalists, a scholar, and a famous pul-

We rejoice at the endorsements which come to us from so-called
orthodox quarters, not so much for personal reasons as because they are a
piteer.

symptom

that the life of Christianity

capable of growth

;

so long as

are not expressions of

its

of a higher development.

it

is

not extinct.

So long

doctrines in the narrow sense,

The

as a religion

is

tolerates ideas, theories, philosophies that

question,

which

it

will be the

remains capable
religion of the

must be solved by the religious leaders of mankind, and it seems to
me that those religions only can endure which adjust themselves best to the
new conditions and in our present age that faith will survive which admits
and stands critique and perfectly adapts itself to the scientific world-confuture,

;

ception.

AN EASTERN VIEW OF WESTERN

CIVILIZATION.

A

severe criticism of the English policy pursued in China, has appeared
under the title Letters from a Chinese Official, being an Eastern view of
Western Civilization. The author is an Englishman, who assumes to be a
Chinese mandarin, and we need not say that his representation is one-sided.
He remains true to his part as a defender of Chinese culture, and so we must
not expect him to state the other side at the same time. The most vigorous
and truthful statement that occurs in his letters is a quotation from the
famous Sir Robert Hart, who by long residence in China, and through the
authoritative position which he held there, is certainly a trustworthy and reliable authority.

Sir Robert Hart says of the Chinese
"They are well-behaved, law-abiding,
trious; they can learn anything

intelligent, economical, and indusand do anything; they are punctiliously polite,

they worship talent, and they believe

m

right so firmly that they scorn to
requires to be supported or enforced by might; they delight in literature, and everywhere they have their literary clubs and coteries for learn-

think

it
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ing.and discussing each others essays and verses; they possess and practice
an admirable system of ethics, and they are generous, charitable, and fond of
good works they never forget a favor, they make rich return for any kindness, and, though they know money will buy service, a man must be more
than wealthy to win public esteem and respect; they are practical, teachable,
and wonderfully gifted with common sense; they are excellent artisans, reliable workmen, and of a good faith that every one acknowledges and admires in their commercial dealings in no country that is or was, has the
commandment 'Honor thy father and thy mother' been so religiously obeyed,
or so fully and without exception given effect to, and it is in fact the keynot of their family, social, official, and national life, and because it is so
"
'their days are long in the land God has given them.'
That the Chinese are as conceited as Europeans that they are strongly
convinced of the superiority of their own culture over Western civilization
that they have made grave mistakes in politics and in their diplomatic relaHence it would be wrong to
tions with Western nations, cannot be denied.
think that the evil of the Opium War and all the faults committed by EngThe Chinese need
land and other Western powers are on one side only.
;

;

;

Western world, and will be greatly benefited thereby in
They need reforms in their political systems and especially
in their criminal courts.
Even those who do not favor the Christianization
of China, will grant that Western influence will act as a leaven upon the
We suppose that
religious notions of the Chinese, and benefit them in time.
the anonymous author of Letters from a Chinese Official will not deny this,
but having made himself an advocate of the Chinese side of the question,
The American edition,
he passes entirely over these counter-statements.
contact with the
the long run.

before us, is increased by an introduction, which, however, would
have been omitted, for the author forgets his part, and instead of
speaking as a Chinese mandarin, shows himself a man of the Old World, a
true son of John Bull, who lectures Americans for pushing Western civili-

which

lies

better

zation to the utmost.

"What

is

He

says

at stake in the

development of the American Republic

is

noth-

Animated
by a confidence almost religious in their own destiny, the American people
are called upon, it would seem, to determine, in a pre-eminent degree, the form
that is to be assumed by the society of the future. Upon them hangs the fate
of the Western world. And were I an American citizen, the thought would
fill me, I confess, less with exultation than with anxious and grave reflection.
I should ask myself whether the triumphs gained by my countrymen over
matter and space had been secured at the cost of. spiritual insight and force
whether their immense achievement in the development of the practical arts
had been accompanied by any serious contribution to science, literature, and
art whether, in a word, the soul had grown with the body, or was tending to
atrophy and decay.... Or are we to fill our belly with husks of comfort,
security, and peace?
To crush in the dust under our Juggernaut car, that
delicate charioteer?
Are we to be spirits or intelligent brutes; men or mere
machines? That is the question now put, as it has never been put before, to
the nations of the West, and pre-eminently the people of these States."
We agree with our "Chinese Official" that mere material advance is insufficient and should be accompanied by artistic, scientific, and ethical culture.
ing less than the success or failure of Western civilization

;
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one of the highest aims of typical Americanism.

That

lacking in this particular development of the ideal side of

America, although the expression
Ai
aspired to and appreciated.
any rate we may say that Europe is not in advance in this regard except in
the possession of the great authors and artists of the past, who, however,
must be considered as a common heritage of the Western world.
In spite of its onesidedness the book is good reading and considering the
fact that we mostly hear the other side, we sincerely hope that it will be
hfe

is

and

true;

of this want

it

is

most strongly

felt in

the best evidence that

is

much read and

its

it

is

arguments considered.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Californie. Reisherinneringen. Door Dr. Hugo De Vries. Haarlem:
Tjeenk Willink & Zoon, 1905. Pp. VIII, 438.
When Dr. De Vries, the learned author of Species and Varieties: their

Naar

Origin by Mutation, returned to Amsterdam in the autumn of 1904 after
having spent the summer in the United States, he wrote this large volume
describing his travels and experiences. The opening lines of the preface state
"On my journey I bein complimentary terms the purpose he had in view
came acquainted with so many conditions which were previously unknown to
me, and saw so much that excited my admiration that I shall be glad to familiarize my countrymen with whatever differs especially from the existing state
of things at home."
:

Most of

his visit

was spent

in California,

and the greater part of the book

devoted to the consideration of that part of the Union, especially in relaThe land and its people, fruic
tion to its botanical and horticultural aspects.
is

cultivation,

new

varieties of fruit, irrigation, mountains, trees

and flowers are

extensively treated in turn, while the last seventy-five pages comprise an ap-

Here Dr. De Vries gives inciway to California and on the

preciative chapter on personal reminiscences.

dents and impressions of his travels both on the

trip.
The immensity of the country and its resources, our educational
system and its higher institutions elicited his warmest approval and constant
enthusiasm.
He spoke at the Commencement Exercises of Columbia University immediately upon his arrival in New York, and at the autumn convocation in Chicago, and was an interested guest of honor at many of our

return

largest universities

and smaller

colleges, besides the

more

specialized institu-

tions directly connected with botanical interests.

The book

is

profusely illustrated with photographs which are well fitted

to give the Hollanders a pretty accurate idea of the buildings

our

cities,

vegetation and scenery in general and

more

and

streets of

especially the exuber-

ant profusion in California, as characterized by climbing roses,

California

poppies and redwood trees.

Goethe's Philosophie aus seinen Werken.
Leipsic

The

Max

:

Diirr.

1905.

Pp.

enterprising publisher,

viii,

428.

Herr

Her. von

Price, 3

Diirr,

marks

Max

Heynacher.

60.

of Leipsic, has requested

Dr.

Heynacher, the principal of the Gymnasium at Hildesheim, to compile
a companion book to Kiihnemann's Schiller, and the present volume is the

